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Figure 36.  MBS and ABS Sector Recommendations
Sector Recommendation
Mortgages Versus Treasuries Heavy overweight. Even if spreads do not tighten further, the large yield advantage of MBSs should produce significant return

advantages over longer horizons.
Mortgages Versus Agency Debt MBSs are somewhat expensive versus agency debt.
Agency Pass-Throughs Favor 15-year conventionals over their 30-year counterparts. OAS spreads are near five-year wides.

Favor GNMA IIs over GNMA Is. The growing size and liquidity of the GNMA II sector should cause its OAS to converge to that
of the GNMA I sector over time.
Premiums are attractive versus lower coupons, but avoid Ginnie Mae 8s. Focus overweights in conventional 8s, 8.5s, and 9s.
Slightly overweight 30-year conventionals versus 30-year Ginnie Maes. Focus the overweight in discounts, where the OAS
advantages of conventionals remain largest.
Seasoned pass-throughs offer value over TBAs. 1998 origination 6.5s and 7s, in Ginnie Maes and conventionals, offer
significant OAS pickups over TBA issues. Investors who do not roll should focus on these slightly seasoned securities.

Agency CMOs Discount seven-year PACs are attractive discount pass-through substitutes for investors who are worried that the
economy could slow, which could lead to a weaker housing market and a steeper yield curve.

IOs and POs 7% IOs are cheap relative to IOs off surrounding coupons. We also recommend 8% IOs. Within these two coupons, IOs
backed by 1993 and 2000 production mortgages are the most attractive issues.

ARMs The GNMA TBA sector gave back some of the midweek tightening on Thursday. They are competitive to fixed-rate products
given historical levels and low issuance. The GNMA specified pool and seasoned sector seems to have picked up some of the
demand and is well bid. Even though speeds for seasoned hybrids can be volatile, we feel that they remain one of the
cheapest ARM sectors, especially compared with low-duration fixed-rate products. Also, the new Moving Average Treasury
ARMs sector is likely to gain significant momentum in the near future.

Mortgage Credit Pick up yield and collateral quality in uncapped floaters backed by UK and Australian mortgages versus three-year HEL
sequentials. Short, fixed-rate, mortgage-related ABSs are trading very well, and spreads are firm.

Asset-Backeds Longer-maturity, wrapped auto paper continues to trade cheap to fundamental value. Spreads are likely to firm up as we go
into year-end and new supply dwindles. In credit pieces, the market has stabilized in credit cards, and we believe that bank-
subsidiary issuers will continue to trade somewhat better than the monoline companies in single-A and triple-B classes.

CMBSs Ten-year and five-year triple-As could tighten another 5bp–10bp to swaps after the October issuance rush. Triple-A
CMBSs are attractive for their historically high nominal yields, collateral structure, and recent liquidity.
Tier 2 and tier 3 CMBS issues represent excellent value for long-term investors, as the credit-tiering price effect continues to
diminish with demonstrated collateral pool performance.
Within the subordinate investment grade CMBS classes we prefer triple-B certificates, which are currently wide of their five-
year average differential with ten-year triple-A CMBSs and have the most room to benefit from adjustment in ERISA eligibility.

Source: Salomon Smith Barney.

FHA Mortgage Insurance Changes
FHA has released a new policy regarding mortgage insurance paid by FHA
borrowers. The new policy generally reduces the cost of a FHA mortgage:

1 The up-front mortgage insurance premium (MIP) is being reduced from 2.25%20

to a flat 1.50%.

2 The annual 50bp MIP (not to be confused with the up-front MIP) will be
canceled when the LTV reaches 78% if the MIP has been paid for at least five
years (on 30-year loans). However, unlike the cancellation of private mortgage
insurance (PMI), this cancellation will occur through amortization only because
no new appraisal value is allowed (so, home appreciation will not help lower the
LTV as defined by FHA).

3 The refund schedule for the up-front MIP is being changed. Previously, borrowers
prepaying within seven years of closing could receive a partial refund. This period
is being shortened to five years. Unlike the other two provisions, this one increases
the cost of a FHA mortgage (refunds will be smaller, according to FHA). Secretary
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 It can be less in some cases, like 1.75% for first-time homebuyers who obtain housing counseling, for example.
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Cuomo’s speech press release implied that this refund was entirely new. Our
understanding is that this is not the case; the new five-year schedule merely
replaces the old seven-year schedule.

These changes go into effect for loans closed on or after January 1, 2001. They
appear to be a done deal because FHA does not need Congress's approval to make
this change. It is not completely clear whether the changes affect homebuyers only
or include refinancers, but at this time, it appears that they will apply to all loans,
refinance and purchase alike. (FHA is itself not completely clear on this point. But
its best guess is that the provisions apply to all loans.) Also, FHA plans to come out
with additional information about refinancing roughly within a month.

Implications (Assuming Changes Apply to All Loans)

Prepayments on Existing Collateral

On the surface, it might appear that the cost of refinancing an FHA mortgage will
decline by three-quarters of a point because of the first provision. However, a couple
of factors blunt this effect: (1) the third change reduces the refund that a refinancer
receives (the exact schedule has not yet been finalized, but it will be lower according
to FHA); and (2) FHA borrowers already often refinance into a conventional loan
when they can qualify.

The second change seems likely to have a negligible effect. First, as noted, only
amortization (but not home appreciation) is considered in measuring the LTV, so
reaching 78% will usually take a number of years. Second, provisions already exist
to cancel the annual MIP in certain cases.21 Finally, FHA borrowers already often
refinance into a conventional loan when they can qualify (for these loans home
appreciation would be included in the measurement of LTV).22

So, these changes appear to make existing Ginnie Mae pass-throughs only
marginally more refinancible (and there is no corresponding change for VA, which
accounts for roughly 30% of Ginnie Mae borrowers). To obtain a ballpark estimate,
assume the changes reduce the effective costs by approximately 0.0-0.25 points
instead of the stated 0.75. This would imply an elbow shift of roughly 0bp-5bp
which translates into about a 0 to 2-tick drop in price on 7.5s, for example.

Prepayments on 2001 (and Beyond) Originated Collateral

Future new collateral that reflects these MIP changes will be worth a little more
because of the following factors: the first change will allow borrowers that
previously were only close to qualifying (i.e., most likely slow refinancers) to enter
Ginnie pools, and the second change might make it marginally more attractive to
stay in a FHA loan versus switching to a conventional loan.

                                                     
21

 Although most FHA borrowers pay the annual 50bp MIP, there are exceptions: (1) FHA 30-year borrowers with LTVs under 90%
pay the 50bp for only seven years; and (2) FHA 30-year borrowers with a loan resulting from a streamline refinancing also pay the
50bp for only seven years.

22
 And, it does not quite seem sensible for FHA to rescind the 50bp MIP only for new loans with an appropriately low LTV. Given

the actions and activism in recent years to make sure conventional borrowers can stop paying PMI when their LTV drops to around
80%, one could speculate that the 50bp MIP might be removed for all low-LTV loans at some point.
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Supply

Runoff will slightly increase because of slightly higher prepayments, but this would
likely be recycled back into FHA loans. Additional new issuance due to the lower
up-front MIP would likely be the dominant effect on supply. As a result of these
MIP changes, some subprime borrowers and renters, for example, may be able to
qualify for a FHA loan. To obtain an order of magnitude ballpark estimate, we start
with the fact that FHA insured almost 1.3 million mortgages in fiscal 1999. If this
new rule increases supply by an order of magnitude 1% of 1.3 million, then we
might see an order of magnitude increase of about $1 billion in issuance, which is
not very much.

FAS 133 — An Introduction23

Because there are still so many uncertainties related to Financial Accounting Series
(FAS) 133,24 this article merely attempts to give a flavor for some of the basic issues
related to this important new accounting standard. Let us begin with the question
most of us are embarrassed to even ask.

What Is FAS 133?
The subtitle of FAS 133 is “Accounting for Derivative Instruments and Hedging
Activities,” but perhaps a more informative alternative would be “Accounting
Moves Toward Market-Based Valuations.” The Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) has been gradually moving accounting away from valuing assets at
their original cost25 and toward a market-based value (or “fair value”) approach. FAS
133 requires all derivative instruments to be measured at fair value on the
balance sheet.26 And because derivatives are often used for hedging purposes, the
idea was that fair value would make hedging (more precisely, whether a hedge
position is working) more transparent. FAS 133 is effective for all fiscal quarters of
fiscal years beginning after June 15, 2000, which means as of January 1, 2001, for
calendar-year entities.
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 The author would like to thank Andy Feigenberg, John Langer, Bob Kulason, Steve Rehm, and Professor Stephen Ryan of New
York University for their expert assistance and advice.

24
 FAS 138, “Accounting for Certain Derivative Instruments and Certain Hedging Activities -- An Amendment of FASB Statement

No. 133,” was released June 2000.

25
 This would be “amortized historical cost” for premium and discount securities, for example.

26
 As a result, balance sheets will become bigger. An indication of how much the adoption of FAS 133 can affect earnings is given

by the recent $375 million one-time transition adjustment charge taken by Microsoft.
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